
PLAN OF ACTION 

Name of the Estate Ceres

Date May-21

Subject Status / Directors' Decision Next action required Target Date Responsible Date Closed

MAIN ITEMS 

CCTV

16 cameras installed across the car park.

System had upgraded recorder installed in 2018.

There are 9 cameras that could be upgraded to HD. An additional camera could also be installed to provide greater 

coverage. 

There are 2 cameras in Huxley House that could be upgraded to HD (Costs provided to BPHA), and new cameras that 

could be installed to Gilbert House, which would feed in to the main monitoring system (Costs provided to BPHA).  

Actions completed:

1. The 9 car park cameras have upgraded to HD models and an additional camera installed in November 2020.

2. BPHA to confirm upgrades to Huxley House.

3. BPHA to authorise installation for CCTV coverage in Gilbert 

House.

31/05/21 BPHA

Roller Shutter Vehicle Gate

There were several call outs by the appointed gate contractor during the month of March/ beginning of April in response 

to reported faults with the roller shutter vehicle gate to the basement car park. There have also been reported issues 

with the traffic light system, which has been investigated by an electrical contractor. 

1. A number of the roller shutter faults have been found to be caused by tampering of the control system and one 

instance whereby the induction loop was found to have been kicked/removed from the wall. This caused a gate failure 

and several cars were not able to enter/exit. Repairs were made within 2 hours of reporting. 

2. It has been found that drivers are not allowing enough time for the traffic light system to engage, before attempting to 

drive through the gate. Drivers are also following another vehicle through at one time. 

1. A polite reminder letter has been issued to all residents providing instructions on how to enter/exit the vehicle gate 

and to reiterate that they must wait for the traffic light system to allow them through. 

N/a N/a Encore

Gilbert House: Greyfish 

A numbe rof reports of greyfish have been received from residents within Gilbert House. Pest Solutions Ltd have been in 

to these apartments to investigate further and have asked for confirmation of every apartment that is experiencing 

presence of greyfish - as they must be treated as a collective. 

Letters have been issued directly to Gilbert House residents asking for those experiencing the presence of Greyfish to 

contact Encore to log this, and this information will be passed on to Pest Solutions Ltd to arrange block wide treatment. 

Note* Greyfish are small nocturnal insects (related to the common Silverfish) that prefer to live in dark, moist places and 

commonly where damp may be present. This could be within bathrooms. Kitchens etc and they feed on dust, unsealed 

dried food, paper and textiles. It is important to note that these insects do not pose any health risks to residents and are 

a known household pest. 

1. Deadline of 21st May 2021 provided to residents for reporting 

presence of Greyfish to Encore.

2. Block wide treatment will be arranged once all the necessary 

apartment information is received. 

21/05/21 Encore

CB1 Electricity

Survey conducted to determine the historical consumption of elements that are using Ceres electricity supply. Report 

findings issued to Bidwells, as the supply was found to also be used for external lighting and bike repair shop/food van, 

together with invoice for £13,300 backdated consumption. 

Bidwells being invoiced every 6 months (March and September) for ongoing usage. This income will show in service 

charge accounts for the period received.

1. Awaiting payment from Hill Residential for the consumption of 

the Super Computer, chased 07/05/2021.

31/05/21 Encore/Hill

Heating system

Survey conducted by DMG Delta to heat network and received in June 2020. Survey report passed through to BPHA and 

Cllr Robertson. Report makes recommendations for works on the heating system to improve efficiency and maintenance, 

including the following;

Recommendation 1: Planned Preventative Maintenance to be implemented.

Action: PPM has been implemented by DMG Delta. 

Recommendation 2: Replacement of IHPT Valves on individual HIU's as noted on 2019 service. 

Action: 37 of the required IHPT valves were replaced during 2020 HIU service. There are 10 valve replacements 

outstanding due access arrangments for the servicing not being possible to date. BPHA are assisting with these 

arrangments.  

Recommendation 3: Balanced Flush of Heat Network to be undertaken to clear existing levels of iron and inhibitor within 

the system.

Recommendation 4: Water quality check (in relation to underfloor heating system) advised to be undertaken. 

Action: This will form part of the heating system balanced flush scheduled 22nd February 2021.

Recommendation 5: Locations of previous LTHW sampling to be confirmed to DMG Delta.

Action: Water testing supplier has provided locations of previous sample testing to DMG Delta. 

Recommendation 6: Production of retrospective O&M manual/report.

Action: Cost of retrospectively producing O&M manuals considered too high.  

Recommendation 7: Adjust set point pressure head for heating network main circulation pump and boosted cold water 

pump set. 

Action: Low Temperature Hot Water (LTHW) pump head has been replaced to ensure correct pressure is being 

circulated throughout the system. 

N/a

N/a Encore

Communications

Residents feel there is a lack of transparency and communication from agents.

Current communication from Encore to BPHA (approx.);

December: Issue budget and service charge demands for following year.

May: Service Charge Accounts issued for preceding year.

June: Newsletter issued, which highlights and provides updates on key matters on the estate.

August: Additional reconciliation completed for BPHA with explanations on each expenditure heading in service charge 

accounts.

1. Agree that BPHA issue the same documents to the owners in a 

reasonable timeframe.

2. Hold resident meeting every quarter - February, May, 

September, December.

3. Publication of BPHA's Notice Board for residents, including 

information on the development, service charge etc. 
31/05/21 Encore/BPHA
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